In this paper, we focus on blind source cell-phone identification problem. It is known various artifacts in the image processing pipeline, such as pixel defects or unevenness of the responses in the CCD sensor, black current noise, proprietary interpolation algorithms involved in color filter array [CFA] leave telltale footprints. These artifacts, although often imperceptible, are statistically stable and can be considered as a signature of the camera type or even of the individual device. For this purpose, we explore a set of forensic features, such as binary similarity measures, image quality measures and higher order wavelet statistics in conjunction SVM classifier to identify the originating cell-phone type. We provide identification results among 9 different brand cell-phone cameras. In addition to our initial results, we applied a set of geometrical operations to original images in order to investigate how much our proposed method is robust under these manipulations.
Introduction
Image forensics is an emerging field concerned with determining the source and potential authenticity of digital objects and possibly reconstructing the history of manipulations effected. Image forensics addresses the needs of safeguarding the authenticity of digital images and of guaranteeing their usefulness as trustworthy documents and legal evidence.
An obvious threat for image authenticity is the ease with which digital images can be created, edited and manipulated with sophisticated tools that do not leave much of any perceptible trace. Digital watermarking falls short to meet all desiderata of this particular problem [16] . First, it is required that all imaging devices be equipped with built-in watermarking capabilities. Second, watermarks may not be able to classify all types of attack. Forensic tools, however, can be designed to identify the nature and location of the manipulation, and the source of the image without any need for embedding.
In this paper, we focus on a particular identification problem: the identification of the source of the image, with the purpose of determining the make and brand of the cell phone camera with which it was captured. The pinpointing of the camera type is based on the telltale effects created within the proprietary image formation pipeline. The differences between cameras originate from such artifacts as the color filter array and the subsequent interpolation between color pixels, from sensor array defects and non-uniformity or the proprietary post-processing algorithms. In this work, we specialize on the cell-phone cameras, though the techniques would be applicable to other varieties.
Various studies have exploited the residual artifacts due to production process and imperfections for camera identification purposes: The papers [6] , [9] and [10] propose to solve the camera identification problem based on pattern noise caused by the manufacturing process of CCD. 1 1 This work was supported by Boğaziçi Univ. project 05HA203 and TUBITAK project 104E101 Geradts et al. [6] observed that large arrays of CCD array often contain manufacturing defects. These can be categorized as point defects, hot point defects, dead pixels, pixel traps and cluster defects. They are randomly distributed and prevalent in less expensive commercial cameras. The authors attempted to use fixed pattern noise as a proprietary fingerprint for camera identification from videotaped images. Because fixed pattern noise is caused by the nonuniformity of dark current and the locations of pixel, which generates different dark current rate remains fixed, it is possible to construct a unique pattern for each camera. In their experimental results, they showed that dot patterns are distinct for each camera, even in the same models. Dark current clues, however, have shortcomings. First, when incident light onto CCD is strong or if there are not enough dark frames; the characteristic pattern is undetectable; second, unwanted camera movements and digital zoom functions shift the coordinates of the characteristic pixels.
Kurosawa et al. [9] and Lukas et al. [10] developed methods based on pattern noise of CCD arrays introduced during the manufacturing process, such as dark current, shot noise, circuit noise and fixed pattern noise. In particular the more effective approach proposed by Lukas et al. consider the fact that the systematic part of the noise does not change from image to image, is relatively stable over the camera life span and operating conditions and consists of the fixed pattern noise and photo-response non-uniformity artifacts. While the fixed pattern noise can be corrected for by subtraction of the dark frame, the photo-response non-uniformity noise (PRNU) caused by pixel non-uniformities, is a more persistent feature. By averaging the denoising residual from several images they extracted a photo-response non-uniformity noise (PRNU) pattern as a signature for each camera. This signature acts as a high-frequency spread spectrum watermark, whose presence in the image is established using a correlation detector. They extracted the noise component from images using a wavelet-based denoising filter. While the proposed method is robust for resampling and JPEG compression, the authors pointed out that geometrical operations such as cropping, resizing, rotation, and digital zoom will prevent correct camera classification.
Recently, Bayram et al [4] exploited the fact that cell phone cameras use a single mosaic structured color filter array (CFA) rather than having different filters for each color component. This process is illustrated in Fig. 1b , where on the left image we have single-component pixels, while on the right image, the interpolated three-component color pixels are shown. As a consequence each pixel in the image has only one color component associated with it, and each digital camera employs a proprietary interpolation algorithm in obtaining the missing color values [1] . This very proprietary interpolation algorithm leaves footprint like correlation between contiguous bit planes of an image.
In this work, we propose the use new forensic features for camera type identification, we resort to feature fusion and selection algorithms, and finally we test the robustness of the camera identification method against manipulated images. We used three varieties of forensic features, though they share the commonalities of being as independent as possible from image content and attempting to capture noise-like residuals of the camera artifacts. We specifically consider three varieties of features, namely:
• Characteristics of the lower order bit planes: The low order bit planes, 6 th to 8 th in 8-bit images is expected to preserve some of the camera artifacts mixed with image content. These are called BSM: Binary Similarity Measures [3] , [5] .
• Characteristics of image denoising residuals: The denoising residual can put into evidence the source camera features, not eclipsed by image content. The various generalized moments that we calculate are called IQM: Image Quality Measures [2] .
• Characteristics of correlation within and between wavelet bands: These are called HOWS: High-Order Wavelet Statistics. HOWS features [5, 11] are based on a decomposition of the image using separable quadrature mirror filters, which split the frequency domain into multiple scales and orientations. One set of statistics is obtained by the moments of the wavelet coefficients, and a second set is based on the norms of the optimal linear predictor residuals.
The above features have been previously used successfully for the following three problems: i) Steganalysis [2, 11] , that is, to detect the presence of hidden messages in audio or image documents; ii) Image tampering detection and classification [5] , that is, to control whether an image has been manipulated with image processing tools like contrast enhancement or whether its content has been altered; and finally, iii) Camera identification [7] .
Our work differs from its closest correlate in the area of camera identification [4] , [7] in the following aspects: We use an additional set of features, called "BSM: binary similarity measures" that have been found to be effective in image tampering control [5] . Furthermore, we investigate variations in performance for source camera identification against various image manipulations, that is, when the training set of images differ from the test set due to signal processing and/or geometric operations on images. Note that we do not claim to identify individual devices as in [10] , but only the make or brand of the camera.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly describe the measures used in the classifier design. The details of the experiments and their results are provided in Section 3. We discuss future work and present our conclusions in Section 4. 
Forensic Features
In the sequel, we will elaborate on the three categories of forensic features.
Binary Similarity Features:
Binary similarity measures focus on the spatial and chromatic patterns of the low-order bit planes. Here we probe the neighborhood relationships of bits in between the quantal planes, by considering various moments of 0-to-0, 0-to-1 … transitions between a central pixel and its 4-neighbors [3] . Let's consider the 5-point stencil function and apply it in some bit plane b:
1 if x 0 and n 0 2 if x 0 and n 1 s(x, n) 3 if x 1 and n 0 4 if x 1 and n 1 components. Second, spatio-chromatic patterns are considered, namely between R-G, R-B and G-B components, separately for the 6 th and 7 th and 8 th bit planes.
Fig. 2. Illustration of the quantal, spatial and chromatic dimensions for exploring correlations
These features are listed in Table 1 [3] . These features can be interpreted as an adaptation of the classical binary string similarity measures, such as in Sokal and Sneath [15] . To define bit plane characteristics, another measure is the spatial histograms, using the neighborhood-weighting mask of Ojala [12] . Fig. 3 illustrates how the histogram of the Ojala moments differs from camera to camera. For each binary image we obtain a 512-bin histogram based on the weighted neighborhood, where the score is given by: 
Image Quality Features
The second type of features, image quality measures, was extensively studied in [2] . We present here one of the most distinctive measure for illustrative purposes. Laplacian Mean Squared Error gives a useful metric, and is computed as the mean square difference between the edge map of the image and that of its denoised version. Denoising has been a frequently used tool to extract "content-independent" parts of the image, components that purportedly belong to imaging system noise and artifacts. In this work, we used a Gaussian smoothing filter (sigma=0.5, mask size=3x3) If we denote the outcome of the Laplacian operator as )] ,
at (i,j)'th location, then the Laplacian Mean Squared Error between the image and its denoised version can be defined as:
where Ê denotes the Laplacian operator applied on Î . This feature attempts to measure any edge quality difference due to source imaging device. IQM set is composed of 12 features, given in Table 2 . 
Wavelet Features
The so-called HOWS: Higher-order Wavelet features [5, 11] have proven to be very effective in steganalysis and tamper detection. The wavelet decomposition of the image generates components with multiple scales and orientations. Then, one set of statistical features is obtained by the mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis of these coefficients over N subbands and three orientations. A second set of statistics is based on the norms of the optimal linear predictor residuals, resulting in overall 72 features for n=4 scales (here n=1 represents the original image).
In Table 3 , we summarized the feature extraction methods used in our experiments: In Fig. 5 we give a sample scatter plot of three cell-phone cameras for three features, namely, m 1 (IQM), m 2 (IQM), m 3 (HOWS) measures. As can be seen the used features cluster well enough for a successful classification. 
Feature selection
The profusion of features was reduced by a feature selection scheme. We used the Sequential Forward Feature Selection (SFFS) algorithm, which provides reliable results at an affordable computational cost [14] . The SFFS method analyzes the features in ensembles and constructs the final set by adding to and/or removing from the current set of features until no more performance improvement is possible. The SFFS procedure can be described briefly:
-Choose from the set of K features the pair of features yielding the best classification result; -Add the most significant feature from the remaining ones; -Remove the least significant feature from the selected set by conditionally removing features one by one, while checking to see if the removal of any one improves or reduces the classification result. If it improves, remove this feature and try removing again; otherwise do not remove this feature and try to add another one.
Experimental Results

Data collection
We have considered nine makes and/or brands of cell phone cameras. In Table 4 , the details of their color resolution and pixel resolution are given: LG5600 65K 640x480
We collected 200 images from each one of them with maximum resolution 640x480, at daylight, auto-focus mode and in JPEG format. Half of the 1800 images were used for training and the designed classifier was tested with the other half set of images. The images were typical shots varying from nature scenes to close-ups of people. We experimented with OSU SVM Classifier Toolbox for Matlab [17] . The results are given with RBF variety (γ=4.0, ε=0.001, C=8.0, cache size=40). Sample images of outdoors scenes in the image database are shown in Fig. 10 .
Camera Identification over Threesomes
In a first exploratory experiment, we grouped cameras in arbitrary three-tuples and ran SFFS algorithm for each combination for the best selection of features. Sample confusion tables from these three-camera groups are given below (best, middle, worst case tables given): Group of Cameras overall performance Fig. 6 presents the fluctuations in performance from camera triples to camera triples. Here, average performance of all 43 different three-camera groups is 97.82%. Fig. 6 . Average performance of camera triples over 43 different combinations.
Camera Identification over a Nine-some
In a more challenging experiment, we tried to classify the pool of nine camera types. Again the SFFS algorithm was run for the ensemble of camera classes with the SVM classifier. The SFFS algorithm selected 27 features that are distributed over the three categories of features as in the pie chart of Fig. 7 . It is interesting to observe that half of the features are coming from the BSM class. In this more crowded set, the accuracy achieved with the best feature set was 91.2%. As could be conjectured, the different brand cameras of the same manufacturer (e.g., MotorolaV3 and Motorola V5000) tend to be confused more with each other compared to inter-manufacturer cases (e.g., Motorola versus Nokia). In Fig. 7 , we also show the performance using only individual feature categories (after feature selection). One can observe that category-wise, the HOWS features are the best performing ones with an average of 84.33 points, while after-fusion of the three categories using SFFS the performance is incremented to 91.2 Table 6 . Identification performance of the nine cameras. Average performance is 91.2% .   L1  M1  M2  N1 N2  N3  N4 S1  S2  L1  100  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  M1  0  90  5  1  2  2  0  0  0  M2  0  10  89  0  0  1  0  0  0  N1  3  0  0  83  2  2  10  0  0  N2  2  0  0  0  93  1  0  0  4  N3  1  5  3  1  1  88  0  0  1  N4  0  4  0  9  2  0  83  0  2  S1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  100  0  S2  0  0  0  1  1  0  3  0  95 (a) (b) Fig. 7. (a) Percentage of features used in construction of the best feature subset, (b) Performance (before fusion) of individual feature categories and performance after fusion with SFFS (overall performance).
Camera Classification under Image Manipulations
Images presented to a camera identifier may have been subjected to a host of manipulations, malicious or innocent, such as cropping, contrast enhancement or JPEG compression. The types of manipulations the images were subjected and their strength parameters are listed in Table 7 , where are there 33 different parameter settings. Since each image is subjected to all 33 type or strength of manipulations, the total number of is boosted to 9x200x(1+33) = 62.100. We have conducted two classification experiments, called respectively, the naïve and the informed set.
-The naïve classifier: The classifier is trained only with the original "un-manipulated" set of 9x100 = 900 images and has to identify cameras while encountering images both in their original form and in their various manipulated but unseen versions. Thus there are overall 9x100x34 = 30,600 test images. We do not use manipulated versions of the training images while testing. -The informed classifier: The classifier is denoted so because it is trained both with the original and the manipulated set of images. In this case, the database is partitioned into 30,600 training and 30,600 test images.
We observed that, much like in the case of watermark detection, camera classification performance suffers heavily under manipulations, especially geometrical attacks like rotation and downsampling, while they fare much better under gray-level manipulations such as contrast enhancement. Our results also showed that our method is robust to JPEG compression until factor 60 and most common geometrical operation cropping. The average performance of the naive classifier for nine-tuple under all manipulations drops down to 47.3%.
To recuperate the loss of performance, we re-trained the classifier with the set of 30,600 images, designing the so-called informed classifier. In other words, we gave the classifier a chance to see all sorts of manipulations along with originals. The performance was then significantly improved, catching up almost with the performance of a classifier trained and tested on only the original images. These average performances are summarized in Table 8 . In this case, the performance of the informed classifier for nine-tuple under all manipulations increases more than 30 points to 79.5%. In Fig. 8 , selected performance results are presented for several three-somes of cellular cameras. The goal here is to illustrate on the one hand the performance drop with the increase in the strength of the manipulation, and on the other hand, how the original performance can be recovered with re-training based on original plus manipulated images. Notice that the recovery after signal processing attacks (Figs. 8.a and 8.b) is much more feasible as compared to recovery after geometrical attacks (Figs. 8.c and 8.d). Similar graphics for the performance of nine-some of cellular cameras against each manipulation are available, but not given in this paper. We show the improvement of the informed classifier vis-à-vis naïve classifier in a bar graph in Fig. 9 , where the lower (lighter) part of the bar indicates the naïve case performance and the darker upper part of the bar indicated the informed case. Fig. 9a shows the performance of three-somes and Fig. 9b that of nine-some. 
Conclusions and Future Work
We have shown that with a judicious combination of forensic features it is possible to identify the source cellular phone camera type of an image. The useful forensic features consist of generalized moments of denoising residuals, of wavelet component moments and of patterns of lower bit planes. The apposite features were selected based on the SFFS algorithm and an SVM classifier was trained for classification.
It was found that the performance with small groups of camera makes/brands the performance is very promising. In groups of two, the performance is close to 100%, while in groups of three the average performance drops down to 97.8%, where the recognition percentage fluctuates among triples of cameras between worst case of 92.7% and best case of 100%. Finally, for the larger group of 9 cameras, our classifier attains 91.2% correct result.
The method by Lucas, Goljan and Fridrich [10] achieves a higher performance. It should be noted however that our scheme achieves its performance with only 27 features while the algorithm in [10] has to preserve an entire image map, say, 250.000 features for a 500x500 image. Furthermore, our informed classifier seems to be much more robust as compared to the PRNU scheme.
This study can be advanced along several avenues. We intend to apply score-level or measurement level fusion techniques; especially the sum or product rule variety has been shown to be very effective in improving classifier performance [8] . We plan to explore alternative feature sets, such as SVD bases or NNMF (non-negative matrix factor) decomposition of the lower bit planes. Finally, sensitivity analysis under different imaging conditions (temperature, temporal stability) will be analyzed.
